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Search Engine Optimized Blog Post 
The perfect post and many readers! 

 

What do potential readers search for? What do they want to read about? Align your 

post with that thought in mind. You can do Search Engine Optimization boost to any 

text, it takes 10 minutes, if you have the correct SEO ABC in place. 

  

You write text to answer questions and to entertain people. Part of your audience finds 

you through search engines, thus you need to keep in mind what could they search for. 

What question do you readers want to find answer for? Your text should cater the need 

your audience instead of just working as a piece of text your boss asked you to write 

about. 
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The 12+1 step short list to perfect SEO friendly blog post 

 

✓ What is your keyword? Why do you write? 

✓ First headline H1 (most important) 

✓ Headlines H2 keep readers interest alive 

✓ Word count 500-1200 words 

✓ Keyword density 

✓ Readability check 

✓ Mobile first 

✓ Active voice 

✓ Pictures need ALT text 

✓ Strong Call to Action 

✓ Links to other pages 

✓ Social sharing metadata 

 

 

“What do potential readers search for? What do they 

want to read about?” 
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1. Choose 1 Keyword/Phrase for the post, and list out 3-5 
synonyms to use 

 

What do potential readers search for? How can that search phrase or search 

keywords be said in other words? Use the synonyms in the text body and at 

least one H2 to make it easy to find and GET MORE READERS. 

 

2. Headline H1 

 

Give some serious love to your first headline - will this make people want to read 

the post, what questions do they want an answer when searching Google? 

Remember to use the H1 formatting on the webpage. 

Keep it short.  

 

The web headline formula: 

Number/Trigger Word + Adjective + Keyword + Promise 

Simplified example: 

“TOP 5 fascinating penguins in Antarctic” 

 

3. Use engaging H2 headings for other main headers in the text 

 

Headlines H2 include synonyms and keep readers interest alive. Write complete 

sentences and keep in mind to answer more questions around the topic the 

reader wants to learn more about. Remember to use the H2 formatting on the 

webpage. 
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Example of heavy text wall                                              Example of headlines 

 

4. Posts should be 500-1200 words 

 

Count your words, with online tool. Do you have enough to say? Do you have too 

much to say and you should divide the article in two or three different posts? 

 

5. Keyword density should be between 0.5 and 2.5% 

 

Don’t forget to use those synonyms! You should have said your point in different 

ways and thus been successfully using synonyms in your text to make sure the 

search engines value your post and show it in the search results. Dumping the 

keyword 100 times in the post is not valued – thus make sure you repeat the 

words and synonyms in sensible way. 

 

6. Readability 

✓ Check headlines, are they short and easy to read? 

✓ Use bullets or numbers list whenever you can (it helps reading) 

✓ Use bold in text as visual aid for the reader quickly get your most  

important points in text. Do not overuse, it should be easy to read. 

✓ Measure your readability https://readability-score.com 

 

https://readability-score.com/
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7. Mobile first 

 

Your readers are most likely to consume content via mobile device. Add hard 

breaks in text after every 2-3 lines in a paragraph. Font size matters, use rather 

bigger font, in some web channels use size 14-16 as a default for mobile users. 

Check the post in mobile phone before posting it on social media. 

 

Hard breaks in text                                                No breaks 

                                               
 

8. Use active voice 

 

Active vs. passive. For example, "Picasso painted a picture" uses an active voice. 

"The picture was painted by Picasso" uses a passive voice. Use active voice to 

help your text to come alive. 

 

9. Include a photo. Remember to add the ALT TEXT. 

 

Use high quality pictures. The recommendation is to have a photo at least every 

500 words. Remember to add alt text in the picture, preferably text with the 
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chosen keywords. Search engine reads the picture information as part of the web 

page, thus alt text helps to tell the search engines what the page is about. 

 

10. Use a strong CALL TO ACTION to encourage engagement 

Engagement can be with social channel, your other blog posts, a video, a petition 

sign-up, a newsletter sign-up etc. Choose only one goal. You can have multiple 

engagement opportunities, but you should emphasize the chosen engagement 

piece more than the others. 

 

Call to action could be: 

✓ Share this post in social channel 

✓ Read this article next 

✓ Sign this petition  

✓ Sign up for the newsletter  

✓ Support us through donation 

 

Examples: 

Find out why you should sign Protect the Oceans petition. 

You can make a difference – donate today.  

Want to read more about the topic? Read about this topic next. 

Share this and tell your friends the story of the oceans. 

 

11. Linking to other pages/content 

 

Make the blog post more engaging by adding links. You can add links in the text 

or as a list in end of your text. You will build some sweet link power to your site 

and search engines will trust your content. 

 

✓ Link to relevant campaign page or information pages  

✓ Include at least 3 links to other relevant pages 

✓ Instead of having link in one word only  vs  Have a link in the whole 

sentence 

✓ Make the most important link very dominant.  

✓ Do not overuse text links. 
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Do you want to read more about the oceans?: 

- Why do we need the oceans to stop the climate change? 

- Why whales are climate change heroes 

- Antarctic penguins are in trouble. Here’s how we can help them 

 

12. Social sharing opportunities 

 

Here are few tricks to add socially sharable content to the blog post that are 

additional to the commonly used social sharing buttons. 

 

Embed social post 

You can embed social post to blog post in P4.  

 

 
 

Check your sharing meta data 

Check that you meta data is in order. The picture is the right size and from the 

right campaign. The title of the blog post or the sharing description/meta 
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description are up to date. P4 will do most of the job for you! Social channels will 

automatically pull the data, if someone decides to share your content. 

 

Correct meta data                                               Incorrect meta data – picture size 

                      
 

If FB is giving you wrong information, you can use this tool to update you page 

information for FB: https://developers.facebook.com/tools/debug/ 

 

Click to Tweet – WordPress plug in 

If you have Click to Tweet plug in P4 you can add tweetable links easily. Add 

“Click to Tweet” into 1 or 2 good sentences or headlines 

Add this code into the HTML and it will create you a click box in the text. Change 

the “via” part to be your local account. 

[bctt tweet="Never give up, never surrender. " via="GreenpeaceSuomi"] 

 

 

13. +1 Include at least 1 content upgrade 

Offer more ways to engage. This is called content upgrade, which means people 

get more out of your article and feel that they received something extra. 

✓ Relevant audio or video file 

✓ Greenguide as a PDF dowload 

✓ email course opportunity 

✓ webinar invitation 

✓ newsletter subscription 

✓ embedded relevant social media content 
 

 

https://developers.facebook.com/tools/debug/

